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Brought to you by Edexcel, the UK’s largest awarding
body and the Specialist Schools and Academies Trust
(SSAT), the UK’s leading body for secondary education,
Edexcel GCSE Chinese resources are the only dedicated
resources to be written for the GCSE 2009 specification.
Edexcel GCSE Chinese provides teachers of Chinese
with a structure and approach that is perfect for the
UK curriculum. It delivers complete support for the new
specification with step-by-step activities and controlled
assessment practice to help your students develop the
skills they need to get the best possible results.

s

Written by some of the most experienced Chinese teachers
in the UK so you can be sure it works in the classroom.

s

Expert guidance from examiners so you can be confident it’s
tailored to the specification.

s

Controlled assessment and exam practice in every chapter
provides step-by-step preparation for assessments.

s

Grade advice and examiner tips in ResultsPlus sections
shows students how to aim for the best possible results.

s

Reviewed by Peking University, faculty for the teaching of
Chinese as a foreign language.

Authors:

Series Editor:

Hua Yan, Linying Liu, Michelle Tate, Lisa Wang, Yu Bin, Xiaoming Zhu

Katharine Carruthers
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For the latest information on the new
Edexcel GCSE Chinese resources, please
visit www.edexcelgcse.co.uk/chinese
or call 0844 576 0025.

Course Components
Student Book

Teacher’s Guide

Assessment Pack

Audio CD Pack

Why our new GCSE Modern Languages specifications
mean better results for all your students:
Revised structure – More emphasis is
being placed on practical speaking and
writing skills that are assessed through
outcome-based ‘controlled assessments’
instead of exams.

Greater flexibility – A new ‘unitised’
structure allows students to be assessed
at different times of the year, ‘bank’
their success and re-sit individual units if
needed.

Engaging content – Updated real-world
content makes studying languages with
this specification much more attractive
and relevant to students of all abilities.

More choice – Greater choice and control
over what you teach – you can focus on
one theme for all speaking and writing
assessments or consider different themes.

For further information about our new Edexcel modern foreign languages GCSEs,
please visit www.edexcel.com/gcse2009.
New Sample Pages! Turn Over to find out more…
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Student Book Contents
Chapter 1 - My Life

Chapter 6 - Holidays

Review

Review

Units 1-5
Controlled
Assessment
practice

Basic introductions, likes and dislikes,
hobbies, jobs and daily routines,
nationalities, describing people, talking
about places you have visited
Adjectives; word order; height; ‘more
than’, yes/no questions, present/
past/future timeframes

Units 1-5

Weather, transport, holidays,
accommodation, travel

Listening and Reading
exam practice
Asking and answering questions, ‘If…
then…’, sequences of activities, past/
Controlled
presemt/future timeframes
Assessment practice

Chapter 2 - School

Chapter 7 - Food and drink

Review

Review

Units 1-5

School, subjects, school routine,
comparisons, uniform, school life

Listening and Reading Saying where things are, location
words, ‘apart from’, opinions, ‘too’
exam practice
Controlled
Assessment practice

and ‘really’, adjectives, ‘when..’;
‘both…and’ , present/past/future
timeframes

Units 1-5
Controlled
Assessment
practice

School meals, eating out, healthy
eating, opinions, festivals

Directional verbs, results of an action,
past/present/future timeframes

Chapter 3 - Leisure

Chapter 8 - Fashion and Lifestyle

Review

Sports centre, activities outside
school, hobbies and interests,
exercise

Review

Question words, frequency and duration, word order, suggestions, ‘first….
then….’, ‘would like to…’, present/
past/future timeframes

exam practice

Units 1-5
Controlled
Assessment
practice

Chapter 4 - Media
Review
Units 1-5

Television, surfing the net, film and
music, celebrities, different lives

future timeframes

Chapter 5 - Where I live
Units 1-5
Controlled
Assessment
practice
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Controlled
Assessment practice

Asking and answering questions,
comparison, past/present/future
timeframes

Chapter 9 - The World of Work

Listening and Reading
exam practice
Opinions, comparisons, actions
happening at the same time,
Controlled
preferences, adverbs, present/past/
Assessment practice

Review

Describing clothes, buying and
returning goods, talking about
Units 1-5
famous people, conducting an
Listening and Reading interview

People’s homes, directions, opinions,
comparisons, exchange visits

Adjectives, location of things/places,
past/present/future timeframes

Review
Units 1-5
Controlled
Assessment
practice

Jobs, work experience, future plans,
applying for a job, personal qualities,
the internet
Reported speech, adverbs, describing
the result of an action, past/present/
future timeframes

Student Book
Resources to support your students
The Edexcel GCSE Chinese Student Book is designed to appeal to teenagers and give your
students a true picture of life in China while covering all aspects of the new specification.

s

Photos and illustrations in authentic contexts make every lesson interesting and show students what 		
everyday life is like in China.

s s s

Controlled Assessment spreads in every chapter help students prepare for the writing and speaking assessments.
A wide variety of activities on every spread so you can differentiate your teaching to suit students of all abilities.
Strong focus on learning Chinese characters with tips, advice and vocabulary boxes throughout and a section
on Chinese character acquisition at the back of the book.

s

Discrete extension units provide extra stretch activities for more able students.

A strong focus on
Chinese characters
with pinyin support
where necessary.

Listening, speaking,
reading and
writing activities
on every spread.

Grammar and exam tips
in every unit help students
build the knowledge and
skills they need.

Photos and illustrations reflect the
‘real-world content’ of the Edexcel
GCSE 2009 specification.

*This is a sample spread from Edexcel GCSE Chinese Student Book and is subject to final approval.
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Controlled assessment preparation
Resources to support your students
Every chapter in the Student Book includes a speaking and a writing spread that helps prepare
students for their controlled assessments. The spreads have been written to take students
step by step through the process of preparing for the controlled assessments, with tips from
examiners to help them aim for the best possible results.

Edexcel-style
speaking tasks
can be used
as the basis
of students’
controlled
assessments.

Model
interactions
show students
how it’s done
and then coach
them through
their own
performance.

ResultsPlus
tips and advice
show students
exactly how to
improve their
performance
and raise their
achievement.
*This is a sample spread from Edexcel GCSE Chinese Student Book and is subject to final approval.

Follow-up
activities
allow students
to revise key
language before
attempting
their own
assessment.

Contexts for
model texts
reflect students’
interests and
teach them
language for
different real-life
situations.

*This is a sample spread from Edexcel GCSE Chinese Student Book and is subject to final approval.
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Graded tips
and advice in
ResultsPlus
sections
show students
how they can
improve their
performance.

Teacher’s Guide
Resources to support you
Simple straightforward teacher’s notes in the
Edexcel GCSE Chinese Teacher’s Guide and a
Scheme of Work available online, provide you
with everything you need to plan lessons.

A summary box
provides topic,
grammar and
skills objectives
to focus the
lesson.

Plenary
activities
help you
check if
students
have grasped
the main
objective of
the lesson.

Ideas for
quick starter
activities to get
students’ minds
working.

*This is a sample spread
from Edexcel GCSE Chinese
Teacher’s Guide and is
subject to final approval.

Advice for
helping students
to learn the
characters.

Suggestions for
reinforcement and
extension activities to
cater for all ability levels.

Audio CD Pack

Assessment Pack
s
s

All the audio has been
recorded using native
Chinese speakers and is at
a speed that is suitable for
GCSE students.

Download this sample page from
www.edexcelgcse.co.uk/chinese

Reading and listening 		
tests in the style of the
final examinations.
Extra writing and speaking 		
controlled assessment tasks 		
for you to use or adapt.

s

Answers and clear marking
schemes provided.
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Your next step
3 easy ways to order!
1: Online: You can save up to 15% on all orders through our website!
Visit: www.edexcelgcse.co.uk/chinese

2: Phone: Call our friendly customer services team on: 0845 630 33 33
or email: myorders@pearson.com

3: Local Sales Consultant: To discuss these resources, request a
visit from your local Pearson Sales Consultant call 0800 023 2923 or email
secondaryappointment@pearson.com

Ordering information
Edexcel GCSE Chinese (Mandarin) Evaluation Pack
978 1 84690 516 2 		 £13.50*
August 2009
The Evaluation Pack contains a copy of the Student Book. Additional sample material from the Teacher’s Guide,
audio and Assessment Pack will be available online.

Edexcel GCSE Chinese (Mandarin) Student Book
978 1 84690 517 9 		 £16.99*

August 2009

Edexcel GCSE Chinese (Mandarin) Teacher’s Guide
978 1 84690 518 6 		 £39.99*

November 2009

Edexcel GCSE Chinese (Mandarin) Audio CD Pack
978 1 84690 519 3 		 £94.99*(+VAT)

August 2009

Edexcel GCSE Chinese (Mandarin) Assessment Pack
978 1 84690 523 0 		 £110.00*(+VAT)

December 2009

*All prices are provisional until publication.
Working together

S09MFL0353
I S B N 978-0-997-84257-9

50%
Cert no. SA-COC-002137

Pearson Education is committed to reducing its impact on the environment by using responsibly sourced and recycled paper.

780997 842579
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